The OEM Approved Solution

As the only filter manufacturer that is part of an engine company, Cummins Filtration has proudly been manufacturing products under the Fleetguard brand since 1958. When replacing filters on your Cummins engine, use Fleetguard filters to ensure you get the most out of your equipment. We carefully engineer and validate our products to optimize engine performance and longevity.

For continued optimal performance and durability of your Tier 4 Final engine, make sure to use Genuine Cummins new and ReCon® parts. Only Genuine Cummins parts have been specifically developed for Cummins Tier 4 Final engine requirements.

System Design Approach

Direct Flow air filtration systems are a critical part of the Cummins engine design, where all parts of the system work together to meet the OEM performance requirements. The unapproved use of non-Fleetguard products can have adverse affects on the effectiveness of the air filtration system, which in turn can have adverse affects on the entire performance of the engine.

Because unapproved replacement air filter elements were not originally designed as part of the overall air filtration system; these products could cause permanent damage to the air housing and void the warranty coverage of both the air filtration system and the engine itself.
Patented Protection
Cummins Filtration real-world testing ensures a high level of quality and performance in every Fleetguard product we design and manufacture. According to a recent test comparing genuine Direct Flow air filtration systems against competitive replacement filter elements, the expected service life of the Direct Flow primary element was 30% longer. Trust Fleetguard to help your equipment go farther and last longer than ever before.

Long Live Your Filter
Fleetguard Direct Flow filter elements are designed to provide maximum service life and protection for your engine. Benchmark testing proved that Direct Flow air filtration systems yielded up to 3 months longer expected service lives than those of other brands*. By using a Fleetguard restriction indicator, you can monitor then service life of your filter elements so there is no second guessing on when the element needs to be serviced.

*Service life is dependent on the application, operating environment and size of air filtration unit.

Simple Serviceability
The Direct Flow primary filter element is the only approved replacement service element to be used with a Direct Flow housing. Excess force used to install or remove unapproved service elements with a Direct Flow housing could crack or warp the housing over time, causing permanent damage to the air cleaner system.

Recent testing proves that the use of non-Fleetguard Direct Flow filter elements could adversely affect the seal of the secondary element and damage the housing so that a Direct Flow primary does not properly seal, effectively ruining your air filtration system and putting your engine at risk.

Best Warranty in the Business.
The Cummins Filtration Warranty extends to our entire line of products, ensuring the same promise of performance and coverage beyond the competition. Visit cumminsfiltration.com to learn more about the competitive benefits of the Cummins Filtration Warranty.